






Step 1: Get the feature values a[x] from duration/latency/digraph of keystrokes.  
Step 2: Calculate the fitness function f[x] by the following equation for every a[x]  
                                                          f[x] =1/(1+a[x]) 
Step 3: Initialize the following 
NI   =  5  (Number of iterations) 
NA =  2    (Number of Ants) 
T0 =  0.001  (Initial pheromone value for every a[x]) 
ρ    =  0.9  (Rate of pheromone evaporation parameter for every a[x]) 
Step 4: Store the fitness function values in S where S = {F [x], T0, flag} where flag column mentions whether the feature isselected by the ant or not.  
Step 5: The following is repeated for NI times  
1: A random feature value g [x] in a [x] is selected for each ant with the criteria that the particular feature value should not have been selected previously. 
2: Selected feature value`s, pheromone value is updated by the following:  
                                                            Tnew ←(1-ρ ) * Told +  ρ  * T0 for g [x], 
where  Tnew   and  Told  are the new and old pheromone value of the feature value 
3: Obtain Lmin   min (g [x]) where Lmin is the l ocal minimum  
4: Check if Lmin   Gmin then assign Gmin = Lmin  
5: Else no change in Gmin value where Gmin is the Global minimum.  
6: Select the best feature g [y] whose solution is equal to the Local minimum value at the end of the last iteration. 
7: The selected g [y]=s pheromone value is  globally updated by the following equation: 
                                                             Tnew7 ← (1- α) * Told +  α * ∆Told,  for g[y] 
 where  α is a rate of pheromone evaporation parameter  
8. Finally, the Gmin value is stored as optimum value 
 









Step 2: These feature values are normalized between 0 and 1 and assigned to input neurons 

Step 3: Represents the weights to the link of input nodes to hidden nodes connection, hidden  nodes to output nodes. Initial weights are assigned 
randomly between -0.5  to 0.5. 
Step 4: Input to hidden neuron (Ii) multiply with weight w ih, initially assigned. 

Step 5: The output from each hidden neuron (Oh) is calculated using sigmoid function 

                                                                  S1 = 1/(1 + e-λx) where λ = 1 and x = Σ i wih Ii 

where w ih is the weight assigned between input and hidden layer and k i is the input value. 

Step 6: The input to the output layer (Io) is find using multiply by weight w ho with output of hidden O h 

Step 7: The output from the output layer (Oo) is calculated using the sigmoid function: 

                                                           S2 = 1/( 1 + e-λx) where λ = 1 and x = Σwho Oh 

where w ho is the weight  assigned  i  between hidden and output layer and O h is the output value from hidden neurons 

Step 8: S2  is  subtracted  from  the  desired  output. Using this error (e) value, the weight change is calculated as: delta = e × S2  × (1 - S2) 

Step 9: Update the weights using this delta value. 

Step 10: W ho = Who + (n × delta × S1) 

Step 11: W ih = Wih + (n × delta × Ii) where n is the learning rate, I is the input values. 

Step 12: Perform Steps 5 -10 with the updated weights till the target output is equal to the desired output. 

 
 
 










